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Hanky Panky at the White House, 
…..A Further, Modest Proposal 

 
 
As you may be aware,. Certain problems have been lurking at the Whide House, in 
and around the Oval Orfice. The DOGTRINE followed from the time of George Wqashinton, 
requiring DOGTRinaire adherence to the rule that INTERN AND STAFF intercourses must be 
avoided as it can lead to kissing, has NOT been, apparently,  followed in all cases.!! 
And, the public has been misleaded. 
 
As you know frum my DOGTer’s previous scholarly report on Monica Loonsky and the NRA, 
lawyours in the Paula Bones case defined groping, grappling, pulling, prodding, pushing, 
pummeling AND tinkering with any intern parts below the lips as Sexual Hanky 
Panky/Hokey Pokey. HOWEVER !! WITH EXHAUSTIVE AND DETAILED UNDERCOVER  

RESEARCH, it has become apparent that there was not only Sexual Hanky 
Panky/Hokey Pokey but also Stogey Pokey !!! in the Oval Orfice. 
 
HOWEVER, the Presydent’s lawyours may be technically correct in disputing!! An extensive 
West Law search by my DOGTER, AMICUS CURIAE (DOGTOR of Bird Pointing and 
Law), revealed that, in the matter or Oral Sex, it must be performed under a dentist’s 
supervision, as decided in STATE V. AXELROD, . The Axelrod case hodlds tthat Oral Sex has 
to be done under anesthesia. And, if it was performed under anesthesia, there is no legal 
consequence. 
 
Now, as the Independent Prostitutor, K. Star has been so circumspect in employment or 
application of his prostitutorial charge or orders, he has purposesly avoided investigating or 
calling as a witchnest, Monica Loonsky’s dentist to determine iof anesthesia was used. 
ThereFUR, the Presydent’s lawyours are correct ..it cannot be determined.1 
 
HOWSOMEVER,  it was congluded that a moderate and conservative solution to this generally 
outrageus liberal behavior by the Commander-In_Chief (though it conforms to the Military 
DOGTRINE, “Don’T Ask, Don’T Tell” and, certainly, the Commander did NOT tell) MUST BE 
IMP[LEMENTED !! to gain back the support of the Moral Majority. 

                                                 
1 Over the course of several days, this last weekend in North Dakota, Amicus Curiae has held many 
spirited discussions with R. BarkO, the preeminent legal authority at the Prairie Host Motel, to test out her 
conclusions.  



A proposal has been drafted, which the consrevative majority will find fiscally 
responsible , acceptable and in line with all Congressional Family Values .2 
 
Based on the history of several past presydents, it is clear that the country (and of course Presydent 
Glintgun) will function better if, also elected with the Presydent, to serve with the Presydent, we have A 
Presydent, a Vice-Presydent and A Presidential Consort. 3 
 
The reason for The Presidential Consort to be elected is that it is clear, given a review of recent events, that, 
when left to his own devices, The Presydent simply doesn’t make good choices of consorts. And, it will be 
necessary to have the Presidental Consort elected annually, as, Of Course, this position will be a much more 
demanding job than being President. FURther, AS outlined below, this will facilitate turning quantities of soft 
money into hard moneyu.,4 
 
As a further result, this propsal , when enacted, will permit the Independent Prostitutor to 
retire, accept the Provost position at Peppertime College, (UNLESS he decides to accept the position 
offered him by the Conservatives as Proctor of the Congressional Liason Office..{Congressman D. Burton, 
one of the Presydent’s severest critics, resigned that position since he overused the powers of the office and himself 
Hanky-Pankyed a lady out of wedlock}..5 ) 
 
The Industrial complex will embrace this proposal, when they observe that an Intergal part, accompanyi8ng 
the annual election of Ms. PresiDential Consort, is the yearly gala ball. This evenT will replace 
the Ms. America Contest anD will be held each year in January, in conjunction with the 
Super Bowl. This will provide a marriage of two of America’s most loved institutions: 
Football & Sex/ It will be equivalent to the Roman Circus in the Colesium, whose purpose 
was to take the public’s mind off the impoverished calibre of the political state and 
discourse. 
 
And, to bring the Ms. America contest back to its original standards, its successor, The Ms. 
Presidential Consort gala event,  will dispense with tap dancing, violin playing and singing, and 
elevate the swim suit contest, once again to its former dominant position !! 
In ADDITION, to foster those fine family values espoussed, there will be, also, at 
half-time at the SUPER Bowl, a MS. TEEN Consort National Finals Contest, as a 
supplement to the annual National Finals of the Pass, Punt & Kick Contest wwhich are held at 
held at Super Bowls each year.. The Nationals Ms. Teen Consort Contest, with the LOONSKY 
Scholarship Fund, for the winners of hundreds of state and local contests held throughout the 
year,  will be based on ability in 3 critical areas: Tease, Touch and Taunt !! 
                                                 
2 These FAMILY VALUES, adopted by the Congressional Majority as its platform, are those 
espoused and demonstrated by former Presydent Roland Regan, his wife & family as an 
example for the country. 
3 This proposal, as will be apparent to the Speaker, Nuke Greengrinch, the Majority, Trent Lost, and 
Texas Dick Army, is much more fiscally sound that methods used over the centuries by heads of states, 
where a HAIRUM was at the disposal of the Commander in Chief. But, given our defycit, a Presidential 
Consort is indicated. 
4 As originated in this administration, the TWOFER concept indicates that when a President or Vice 
President is elected, the public, as pointed out often by our current administration, receives the benefit of 
the spouse’s talent also. In the case of the Presidentail Consort, since she will most likely have had 
previous solicitation experience, some of the task of turning soft money into hard money can be placed in 
her hands. 
5 The Proctorship of the Congressional LIASION office is only offered to those who Don’t Cast the First 
Stone, and/or are not stoned nor never have been. K. Star is, therefore, well qualified. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
As is clearly evident by now to any reader, this will promote FAMILY VALUES, for now, while 
the MAN of the house is drinking beer and watching the Swim Suit Contest and Football, wives 
and daughters will be entranced, too, by both the Ms. Presidential Consort Gala Ball and the 
Ms Teen Consort National Finals Contest. There will not only be the various events and 
contests, but innummerable opportunities for additional advertising at sporting events and, a 
vastly increased staff of pundits, prognosticators and political observers, who will comment 
continuously on all these events. The FAMILy Values dictum that the “Family that Plays 
Together, Stays Together” will be enhanced.6 
 
The Media will not have to work nearly as hard to fill up the 168 hours, weekly, of required 
“news” on the “news” programs and will not have to hype extraneous crises, for these events ( 
The Ms. Teen Consort Contests throughout the country during the year and, of course, the Ms. 
Presidential Consort campaigning and elections) will dramatically increase public viewing of 
Television and leave ample opportunities for wonderful photos and pictures in newspapers and 
magazines. 
 
Business will salivate at the increased potentials of these events and it will foster the closer 
connection between business and politics. Not only will there be increased potential for beer 
advertisements at the Super Bowl, The Presidential Consort Gala Ball and the Ms. Teen 
Consort contest, but, now, opportunities for advertisements of womens fashion industry will 
abound. Examples are Consort Cologne, Presidential Obsession Body Splash, 
Temptress Lingerie, Seductress Silks and many more, including, of course, items for 
the Ms. Teen Consort viewers. 
 
Finally, this will take the pressure off Congressmen and Women, like Henry Hide-and-Seek, 
Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, as they will have more diversions for the public 
behind which to HIDE their Hanky Pankies and SEEK others to prosicute. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 �

                                                 
6 Clearly, all segments of the population will find this proposal attractive. (Unlike K. Star and because 
religion is a very private matter, I am not going to refer, at length, to the fact that various upstanding and 
distinguished religious leaders, like Jim and Tammy Faye Baker, Jimmy Swaggart and the Archbishop of 
Ireland and numerous other clergyment have exhorted their sometimes sinful and wayward public to stay 
on the path of righteousness)…And, although it is clear in the media that the Presydent Glintgun always 
attends religious services, prayer book in hand, every Sunday, it is, of course, possible that the Presydent 
may have missed this particular sermon.. 


